Founded in 1994 Hockley Mint has built on a reputation for innovation combined with classic design to create elegant wedding and engagement rings. Alongside an efficient and fast friendly service this has enabled us to become of Europe’s largest Jewellery manufacturers. Hockley Mint work in collaboration with organisations such as Fair Trade, to create a fully transparent supply chain, which ensures in fair and safe conditions for all workers in their supply chain.

- Required the ability to be able to view and track the items throughout the different production processes to accommodate their bespoke manufacturing.
- Needed to document metal loss automatically using spread sheets for more accurate monitoring with increased efficiency.

Bridge Batch with Stock taking, POP and Multiple Supplier barcode was installed;
- The hand-held devices gave employees mobility to move around the store to capture data and send it straight to their CIS system saving time and improving accuracy of a Stock Take.
- The Stock modules handle all data capture effectively and update the stock system in good time preventing any purchase or sales order inaccuracies.

For more information about how the Bridge Software can be used in your company please follow the links below for all our products.

BRIDGE BATCH  BRIDGE LIVE  BRIDGE MODULES

...for better Warehouse Management